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Project and Resy

SUltttARY

Inspection on January 20 - February 20, 1982

Areas Inspected

This routine, announced inspection involved 125 resident inspector-hours on site
in the areas of Electrical Components and' Systems (Units 1 & 2), Storage of Flajor
Components (Units 1 & 2), Storage of valves and piping (Unit 1), Information

,

lieetings with Local Officials (Units 1 & 2), and a'sisting other RII inspectorss
with Electrical Inspection.

Results

Of the five areas inspected, no violations or deviations were identified in three
areas; two violations were found in two areas. (Failure to identify 'and correct
nonconforming conditions on class 1E switchgear (Unit 1) paragraph 5d; failure to
protect equipment from the environment and adjacent construction activities -
paragraph 5b and 6b.)
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DETAILS

1. Persons Contacted

Licensee Dnployees

| *R. M. Parsons, Site Manager-
i *N. J. Chiangi, Manager Engineering and Construction QA/QC

*A. M. Lucas, Senior Resident Engineer
*G. L. Forehand, Director QA/QC
*E. E. Willett, Resident Engineer Mechanical
*G. H. Simpson, Principal Construction Specialist, Inspection
*D. C. Whitehead, Senior QA Specialist
*F. W. Taylor, Senior QA Specialist
*C. R. Osman, Principal QA Specialist

Other Organizations

*W. D. Goodman, Project ihnager, Daniel Construction Company

* Attended exit interview

2. Exit Interview

The inspection scope and findings were summarized on February 18, 1982, with
those persons indicated in paragraph 1 above. During the exit interiview
the inspector was informed by the CP&L Senior Resident Engineer that: "CP&L
states that CP&L met with Vendor Engineers on site and they have confirmed4

that drawings utilized are not drawings that reflect seismically qualified
equi pment. Vendor is to submit as-built drawings for subsequent inspection
of equipment".

3. Licensee Action on Previous Inspection Findings

Not inspected.
'

4. Unresolved Items

Unresolved items were not identified during this inspection.

5. Electrical Components & Systems - Units 1 and 2

a. The inspector examined safety-related equipment and matcrials located
in the site warehouse numbered 1, 2, 3 and outside storage yard 12.,

The equipment that was inspected included: reactor coolant pump
motors, component cooling pump notors, RHR pump motors, safety
injection pump motors, numerous motor operated valves, the fuel
handling building cranes (150 ton, 50 ton and 12 ton).
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The areas were examined to determine whether storage requirements are
being met relative to the following, as applicable:

(1) Protective covers

(2) Spacing and dunnage

(3) Identification

(4) Cleanliness-

(5) Segregation and identification of nonconforming items

(6) Equipment space heating

(7) Rotation of motor shafts

(8) Lubrication - review records
'

(9) Fluid levels

(10) Insulation Tests

(11) Protective coating, preservatives, desiccants, inert gas blankets,
etc. - observe indicators and gages

(12) Storage position

(13) Handling of items being received or released for installation

(14) Licensee / contractor surveillance / inspection activities

During the examinations the following were referred to for require-
ments: PSAR section 1.4 and 1.8; CP&L Corporate QA program section 5;
construction procedures CQA-21, CQC-2, CQC-7 QCI-7.1, CQA-3, CQA-8,
AP-XIII-08, TP-04, AP-XIII-07, PGD-001 and PGD-002.

b. As a result of the above examinations and evaluations made while the
inspector accompanied CP&L QA personnel during a surveillance of the
maintenance conducted on Unit 1 fuel handling building cranes (150 ton,
50 ton and 12 ton cranes), the following conditions were observed:

(1) The cranes, including their motors, electrical panels, brake
mechanisms and miscellaneous hardware were stored outdoors in
storage yard number 12.

(2) There were no engineering instructions or maintenance logs for the
12 ton crane, yet the electrician informed the inspectors that
periodic insulation resistance tests have been conducted on the
crane motors. Procedure PGD-002 requires that maintenance logs be
provided for the craft personnel to work from.
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(3)' -There were several . instances whereby the nbintenance logs ~for the
150 and 50 ton cranes do not adequately reflect the inspections
that were required by the engineering instructions sThe main-
tenance log is the' document that is required to be made' available
for the craftsmen to util'ize 2nd document their completed-

'

maintenance tasks.- -"

'

~

(4) The brake hoists on the 150 and 50 ton cranes were found not to be
covered with polyethylene to prevent det'erioration caused by the /
weather. The manufacturer of the crane','Kranco, recommended <

taking steps to protect.the brakes from damage that may N caused'
~'.by the elements. -

-

(5) Several . instances were found, on each'of the thr'ee cranes, whereby .
the electrical wiring was not protectede from the elements (rain, -
snow or sun). 'What. effect, if ariy,' the elements may;have' on the
wiring is indeterminate as-'the- crane will normally operate .inside ',
d building. -

'

The inspector informed CP&L management personnel that failure' to '

conduct maintenance of the 150, 50 and 12 ton cranes in accordance with
the requirements of the applicable procedures and instructions '

(PGD-001, PGD-002 and manufacturers instructions) is contrary to ~~.m .

10 CFR 50 Appendix B, Criterion fMI as impleniented by PSAR section
' '

",1.8.5.13; .CPAL Corporate QA Program, section 5.4.1.f. This is one-

example of a. violation. (400/80105:02). . '

'

;1'

The inspector discussed the above u'nsittsfactory maintenance practices,

with the CP&L QA supervisor responsible for the QA surveillance of . ss

warehouse stored materials. The inspector was aware, but was informed. ,

that the surveillance of the crane was one of the items which-QA had 't
seneduled for its periodic surveillance of th6 warehoQse maintenance
activities. The inspector acknowledged this information and did

,

consider the licensee's' surveillance 'a1 part of the overall examination
listed in'section 5.2(14). Further, theinspector observed that CP&L

on a 'nonconformance report number DDR-815^f. factory maintenance practices-
-QA has subsequently documented the unsati

._

r , .

c. The inspector observed in-process, work and/or the "as found" installed
condition for Class 1E equipment identified as the emergen'cy-diesel 4

_'

generator switchgear 1A-SA. \

'

The observation included evaluations to detemine whether requirements
of the applicable design documents and procedures are being, or havei.

been, met relative to:
'

(1) Receipt inspection acceptance requirements

(2) Identification control (receipt through installation)

/
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(3) Installation - location, alignment, configuration, supports,
anchorages

(4) Construction inspection

(5) Segregation and identification of nonconforming components and
materials, including traceability to nonconformance records and
record keeping procedures adhered to

(6) Protection and cleaniness preservation after installation

(7) Location, separation and redundancy requirements

(8) Work and inspection procedure revision control

During the evaluation the following were referred to for requirements:
FSAR section 8.3.1.3; drawings: CAR-2166-B-041 sheet 46, 1364-4378,
purchase order numbered NY435112; specification CAR-SH-E6B; Siemans-
Allis drawings: 19-473-593-401, 18-361-898-501, 18-361-899-501 rev.
17, 18-454-678-501 rev. 21, 18-657-321-538 rev. 1, 18-287-970-502 rev.
19 and 18-657-992-501 rev. 3, 18-712-147-506; PSAR section 1.4 and 1.8
:.nd CP&L Corporate QA program section 15.

d. The inspector met with CP&L site personnel and Siemens-Allis personnel
(the manufacturer of the above switchgear) on January 28 and
February 1,1982 and conducted an inspection of cubicle number 4 of the>

above switchgear. The inspection was made to determine whether or not
the switchgear structure was built in accordance with the

,

manufacturer's shop drawings. As a result of the evaluations, the
following were observed:

(1) The manufacturer's representative stated that the drawings which
he provided and are listed above were the standard shop drawings
which supposedly were utilized during the manufacture of the
electrical cubicles. Switchgear IA-SA contains 13 cubicles
measuring about 36 inches wide by 92 inches in height. The
manufacturer's representative further stated that AWS DI.1 was the
standard which was referenced for the use of the welding symbols
which appear on the shop drawings.

(2) In all instances where the shop drawings called for resistance
welds, the welds were found to be where prescribed.

(3) The shop welds on piece 638 of drawing 18-361-899-501 rev.17 are
required to be 1/8 inch fillet welds one inch in length to be
spaced every four inches. The actual condition revealed 1/8 inch
fillet welds one inch in length spaced at varying intervals
ranging from about 41/2 inches to 7 inches apart.

_- - _ - _ _ . _ _ - ._
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(4) The shop welds on piece 626 of drawing 454-678-501 rev. 21 are
required to be 1/8 inch fillet welds on both sides of the piece.
The actual condition revealed welds only on one side of the piece.

(5) Shop drawing 18-454-678-501 rev. 21 shows a welding symbol which
could not be understood and that is not listed in the AWS D1.1
standard.

(6) The shop welds for pieces numbered 669, 633 and 663 on shop
drawing 18-454-678-501 rev. 21 are required to be 1/8 inch fillet
welds 1 inch in length to be placed at 6 inch intervals. The
actual welds measured from about 1 1/4 to 1 3/4 inches in length.

(7) The shop welds for pieces numbered 690 on shop drawing
18-657-321-538 rev.1 are required to be 1/8 inch fillet welds 1
inch in length placed at 6 inch intervals. The actual condition
revealed that two of the welds are missing.

(8) The shop welds on several pieces that are numbered 2 on shop
drawing 18-657-992-501 rev. 3 are required to be 1 inch in length
placed every 8 inches. The actual condition revealed that the
welds varied in length from about 1/2 to 3/4 of an inch.

(9) The shop welds on pieces numbered 4 on shop drawing 18-657-992-501
rev $ are required to be 1/8 inch fillet welds 1 inch in length
spaced on opposite sides every 10 inches. The actual condition
revealed that about 50% of these welds are missing.

(10) The shop welds on pieces numbered 5 and 8 on shop drawing
18-712-147-506 are required to be 1/8 inch fillet welds 1 inch in
length placed at 6 inch intervals. The actual condition revealed
that many of the welds are spaced at 8 inch intervals.

The inspector asked if any of the above nonconformances with the manu-
facturer's shop drawings have been documented and evaluated prior to the
above inspection. The inspector was not provided any information or
documentation showing that the noncompliances have been identified and/or
evaluated.

The inspector informad CP&L management that failure to identify shop welds
which are not in accordance with the shop drawings is contrary to 10 CFR 50,
Appendix B, Criterion XV as implemented by CP&L PSAR section 1.8.5.15 and
CP&L Corporate QA Program section 15.1.3. This is a violation " Failure to
identify and correct nonconforming conditions on class IE switchgear"
(400/82-05-01). This is a repeat violation, as similar conditions have been
identified in RII reports as unresolved items 400/81-21-02, 400/81-22-04 and
a violation identified as 400/81-25-01.

Except as noted, 6 other violations or deviations were identified in the
areas inspected.

__ - .__
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6. Storage of Valves and Piping - Unit I

a. The inspector toured various areas throughout the power block for the
purpose of evaluating whether or not piping and valves are being
protected from adjacent construction activities and the environment.
During one of the tours, on February 2,1982, the inspector asked a
responsible CP&L QA mechanical inspector to accompany him during a tour
of the reactor auxiliary and common building elevation 236'. As a
result of the tour the inspector observed:

(1) Two three inch ASME Class three valves and one ASitE Class two
va'ive lying in areas which were adjacent to sand blasting
activities. The valves were being walked on and over - as
evidenced by torn and/or diminished protective covers. Each valve
revealed signs that sand had entered into its internals to the
point that damage may result if the valves are not cleaned
thoroughly prior to installation.

a

(2) An installed fire protection valve was found to have its
bonnet-intergal yoke bent approximately 10 degrees off the
horizontal, thus potentially crening stress on the valve bonnet.

'

b. The responsible CP&L QA supervision informed the inspector that the
unsatisfactory conditions would be documented on the appropriate
nonconformance report and resolved. On February 11, 1982 the inspector
inquired as to the status of the three ASilE valves and the fire pro-
tection valve. A nonconformance report numbered NCR-M-167 was provided
to the inspector. However, the report did not include the damaged fire
protection valve. Upon inquiry, the inspector was infonned that CP&L
QA is not responsible for documenting deficiencies on valves such as
those in the fire protection system. Further, Construction Inspection
(CI) is the group responsible for documenting deficiencies concerning
the fire protection valve. The inspector informed the site CI super-

,
~ visor about the damaged valve on February 11, 1982 and as a result the

nonconforming condition was documented in a discrepancy report numbered
DR-M-238. On February 16, 1982 the inspector toured the reactor
auxiliary building at elevation 236 and observed that o te of the three
ASME valves (serial number 0016) were still in its same unsatisfac-
torily stored condition, and apparently the valve had remained in an
unsatisfactorily stored condition for a period of 14 days.

The inspector reported this to the responsible CP&L QA supervisor on
February 16, 1982, who stated that the nonconformance report (NCR-M167)
would now require upgrading to a higher nonconformance report (a DDR)
and would be reported to upper CP&L management.

The inspector infonned CP&L management that failure to protect valves
from the environment and adjacent construction activities is contrary
to 10 CFR 50, Appendix B, Criterion XIII, as implemented by PSAR
section 1.8.5.13; CP&L Corporate QA Program, section 5.4.1.f and

,

construction procedure AP-XIII-07 (PGD-002) and WP-102, section 4.8.i

, __ __.- .
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This is a second example of the violation identified in paragraph 5.b.
" Failure to protect equipment from the environment and adjacent con-
struction activities," (400/82-05-02). This is a repeat violation;
similar conditions have been identified in RII reports as items
numbered 400/82-02-01 and 400/401/402/403/81-22-02.

c. The inspector discussed the above in detail with CP&L management and
supervision. The inspector was informed that a " trend" evaluation has
been started concerning the large numbers of nonconforming conditions
which have been documented about plant equipment protection and main-
tenance.

During the exit meeting on February 8,1982, the inspector was informed
that another DDR has been written.to identify other valves which are
being improperly stored and protected throughout the power block.
Also, an effort is being made to improve the maintenance program as it
relates to the increased activities for mechanical and electrical
equipment in the power block.

Except as noted, no violations or deviations were identified in the areas
inspected.

7. Storage of liajor Components - Units 1 and 2

a. The inspector observed the stored condition of the reactor vessels for
Units 1 and 2.

The storage conditions were evaluated, as applicable, to determine
whether requirements are being met as follows:

(1) That equipment is stored in accordance with approved procedures

(2) That' seals and devices indicate vessel internal atmospheric
conditions are satisfactory

(3) That the condition of protective coating and/or covering is
satisfactory

(4) That dunnage or supports are adequate to prevent entry of dirt,
water or flooding

(5) That supports have adequate strength to prevent shifting or
collapse of the structure.

b. The inspector observed the stored condition of the safety injection
accumulators for Unit 1 and Unit 2 steam generators. Their storage
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conditions were evaluated to determine whether requirements are being
met as follows:

(1) That equipment is stored in accordance with approved procedures

(2) That accumulators and generators are purged with protective gas to
prevent corrosion

(3) That dunnage or supports are adequate to prevent entry of dirt,
water or flooding.

During the above evaluations the following were referred to for require-
ments: PSAR section 1.4; construction procedures WP-106, AP-XIII-05;
PGD-002, and AP-XIII-07.

No violations or deviations were identified in the areas inspected.

8. Information Meetings with Local Officials - Units 1 and 2

| a. The inspector met with locally elected officials for the purpose of
' explaining the functions of the NRC as it relates to the construction

of the Harris plants.

The points which were covered during the meetings included:

(1) Regional NRC office

(2) Resident Inspector and his function

(3) Region-based inspectors

(4) Construction Inspection program

(5) Interface with other offices

(6) Information supplied to the local Public Docket Room (Wake County
Library)

(7) General qualifications of NRC inspection personnel

.b. The inspector visited the local Public Docket Room (PDR), the Wake
County Library located at 104 Fayetteville Street, Raleigh, North-
Carolina. The purpose of the visit was to determine if the following
information was available for the public to review, as it relates to
the Harris plant;

(1) Safety Analysis Reports

(2) RII inspection reports

._- --_-__
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(3) Correspondence between CP&L and NRC licensing branch (NRR)

(4) Regulatory requirements for the licensing, construction and
operation of nuclear power plants

(5) The recent requests by CP&L to be considered for an operating
1 license for Units 1 ano 2

In general, the information was available, hcwever, there was some diffi-
culty in locating the " FEDERAL REGISTER Notice" concerning CP&L's most

'

recent licensing request (listed in b.(5) above). The inspector will
reevaluate the availability of information retained in the local PDR during
subsequent inspections.i

No violations or deviations were identifed in the areas inspected.

] 9. Other Areas Inspected: Units 1 and 2

a. The inspector assisted other RII inspection personnel during a routine
electrical inspection. The aetails of the inspection are documented in
RII reports numbered 50-400/401/82-04.

b, The inspector is evaluating the process utilized by CP&L for the
! reportability requirements of 10CFR50.55(e). This area will require

evaluation during subsequent inspection.

No violations or deviations were identified in the areas inspected.
|
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